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In this article we provide derived equivalences between several blocks of tame
representation type. Based on Erdmann's work on Morita equivalence classes of
tame blocks we obtain a classification of tame blocks up to derived equivalence as
in Erdmann's work, in the case of two simple modules our classification is only
.complete up to scalars occurring in certain relations . Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main aspects in the modular representation theory of finite
groups is the study of the algebraic structure of blocks of group algebras
and their module categories. Given a defect group one would like to
classify all blocks with that defect group up to a suitable notion of
equivalence of algebras. In a series of papers K. Erdmann classified all
w xblocks of tame representation type up to Morita equivalence Er1]Er5 .
Recall that a p-block of a group algebra is of tame representation type if
and only if p s 2 and its defect group is dihedral, semidihedral, or
w xgeneralized quaternion B-D, CB .
w xIn recent years, starting with the basic results of J. Rickard Ri3 , the
notion of a deri¨ ed equi¨ alence became more and more important in block
theory. One of the main problems in this area is that the existence of a
derived equivalence between two blocks is usually hard to verify. In fact
 w x.there are only very few examples of blocks e.g., cyclic blocks Ri1 which
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have already been proven to be derived equivalent. On the other hand M.
w xBroue Br3 made several deep conjectures predicting the existence ofÂ
derived equivalences for large classes of blocks. Once a derived equiva-
lence is established far reaching consequences for the representation
theory of the blocks are immediately implied. In fact, several important
properties of a block are invariant under derived equivalences. So, for
representation-theoretic purposes it usually suffices to classify, if possible,
block algebras up to derived equivalence. The aim of this paper is to
classify, based on Erdmann's Morita type classification, tame blocks up to
derived equivalence. This was already done by M. Linckelmann in the
special case of blocks with a dihedral defect group and three isomorphism
w xclasses of simple modules Li . We deal in this article with all the other
cases. We study those classes of algebras of dihedral resp. semidihedral,
. w xquaternion type in Erdmann's list Er6 in which blocks of group algebras
could occur and construct, if possible, derived equivalences between them.
w xAs the defect of a block is a derived invariant Br2 we have to consider
blocks with a common defect group of order 2 n. Note that besides scalar
factors all the relations for blocks occurring in Erdmann's list are deter-
mined by the defect.
All algebras in this article will be defined by quivers with relations over
a field K. Our main interest is in tame blocks, for which K has character-
istic 2. But the results on derived equivalences can be obtained for
arbitrary characteristic. For some arguments it will be necessary that K
contains certain roots of unity. In order to avoid technical problems we
assume K to be algebraically closed throughout note that also Erdmann's
.work relies on this assumption .
 .For any K-algebra B we denote by l B the number of simple B-mod-
 .ules up to isomorphism . Recall that by results of R. Brauer and J. Olsson
w xthe number of simple modules in a tame block is 1, 2, or 3 Br1, Ol .
Blocks with only one simple module do not cause any problems. In fact,
any tame block with only one simple module is Morita equivalent to the
w xgroup algebra of its defect group Pu . So we concentrate on the cases of
two or three simple modules.
All modules are finitely generated left modules. The corresponding
category for a K-algebra L will be denoted by L-mod. For notation we
w xmainly refer to Er6 . The relations of the algebras for a given quiver
usually depend on an integer parameter k. If we want to emphasize this we
w xadd k as a superscript to the notation of Er6 . In some families of
Erdmann's list certain scalars in the relations remain undetermined. If a
scalar c g K occurs then we also add it as a superscript in order to
distinguish the corresponding algebras. The precise definition of all the
.algebras involved is given in the subsequent sections. Then our main
result reads as follows.
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THEOREM. Let K be an algebraically closed field. Then the following
K-algebras are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .1 Dihedral type
 .  .k , c  .k , c  4l B s 2: D 2 A , D 2 B for k G 1 and c g 0, 1
 . w x  .k  .k  .kl B s 3 Li : D 3 A , D 3 B , D 3 K for k G 11 1
 .2 Semidihedral type
 .  .  .k , c  .k , ycl B s 2: i SD 2 A , SD 2 B for k G 3 and c g K1 2
 .  .k , c  .k , cii SD 2 A , SD 2 B for k G 2 and c g K2 1
 .  .k  .k  .k  .k  .kl B s 3: SD 3 A , SD 3 B , SD 3 B , SD 3 D , SD 3H ,1 1 2
 .k  .kSD 3C , SD 3C for k G 32, I 2, II
 .3 Quaternion type
 .  .k , c  .k , ycl B s 2: Q 2 A , Q 2 B for k G 3 and c g K1
 .  .k  .k  .kl B s 3: Q 3 A , Q 3 B , Q 3 K for k G 3.2
COROLLARY. All blocks with a common dihedral, semidihedral, or
quaternion defect group and with three simple modules are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
With our method we cannot completely classify the algebras with differ-
ent scalars in the case of two simple modules up to derived equivalence.
Note that in this respect also the Morita type classification is not complete.
And derived equivalences do not seem to give any new insight. One still
would have to classify the isomorphism types of the algebras for different
scalars. But one remark concerning our Theorem seems to be in order.
 . .  .The perhaps surprising signs for the scalars in parts 2 i and 3 could
 .k , c  .k , ycactually be removed. In fact, one can show that SD 2 A ( SD 2 A1 1
 .k , c  .k , ycand Q 2 A ( Q 2 A for all c g K. But we decided not to include
these subtleties here but to state the Theorem in the form in which it
comes out of the discussion of the derived equivalences in Sections 3, 4.
 . .  . .The block algebras with two simple modules in 2 i and 2 ii are not
derived equivalent as their centers have different K-dimensions k q 4 and
w xk q 3, respectively Er6 .
b .For any algebra L let D L-mod be the derived category of bounded
b .complexes over L-mod and denote by K P the homotopy category ofL
bounded complexes of finitely generated projective L-modules. If for
b .finite-dimensional algebras L, G the derived categories D L-mod and
b .D G-mod are equivalent as triangulated categories then L and G are
w xcalled deri¨ ed equi¨ alent. By a theorem of J. Rickard Ri3, 6.4 this happens
b .  .exactly if there exists a complex Q in K P called a tilting complex withL
the properties
v  w x.  w x .bHom Q, Q i s 0 for i / 0 where ? denotes the shift functorK
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v
b .  .add Q , the full subcategory of K P consisting of direct sum-L
b .mands of direct sums of copies of Q, generates K P as a triangulatedL
category
 .bsuch that the endomorphism ring End Q is isomorphic to the oppositeK
op  w xalgebra G not G as stated in Ri3 as we are working with left modules
.instead of right modules .
So the method to prove the above theorem is to construct tilting
complexes for those algebras in Erdmann's list which may correspond to
blocks and to compute the endomorphism rings of these complexes. The
dimensions of these endomorphism rings can be computed by using the
 w x.following method for a proof see Sections III.1.3 and III.1.4 of Ha . Let
 r .  s.Q s Q and R s R be bounded complexes of projective L-r g Z sg Z
modules. Then
rysi r sw xby1 dim Hom Q, R i s y1 dim Hom Q , R . .  .  . . K K L . K L
r , si
1.1 .
 w x. bNote that if Hom Q, R i s 0 for i / 0 e.g., for direct summands ofK L .
.  .btilting complexes then the left-hand side reduces to dim Hom Q, RK K L .
and the right-hand side can easily be computed using the Cartan matrix
of L.
2. DIHEDRAL TYPE
Let B be a block with a dihedral defect group of order 2 n. If B has
three isomorphism classes of simple modules then B is Morita equivalent
 .  .  . ny2 w xto D 3 A , D 3 B , or D 3 K with parameter k s 2 Er1 . Linckel-1 1
w xmann showed that these algebras are derived equivalent Li, Theorem 4 ,
i.e., any two blocks with a common dihedral defect group and three simple
modules are derived equivalent.
So assume that B has two simple modules. For any integer k G 1 and
 4  .k , cc g 0, 1 define the algebra D 2 A by the quiver
b
ª 4k 2k
v v a 0 1  /2k k q 1¤
g
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2  .k  .k  .k and the relations gb s 0, a s c abg , abg s bga . For the
convenience of the reader we will list the respective Cartan matrix on the
right. All the Cartan matrices of the algebras in this paper can be found in
w x .the list at the end of Erdmann's book Er6 .
 4  . s, cFor any s G 1 and c g 0, 1 the algebra D 2 B is given by the quiver
b
ª 4 2
v v a 0 1 h  /2 s q 1¤
g
2  .with relations bh s 0, hg s 0, gb s 0, a s c abg , abg s bga , gab
s h s.
If B is a block with a dihedral defect group of order 2 n and with two
 .2 ny 2 , c  .2 ny 2 , csimple modules then B is Morita equivalent to D 2 A or D 2 B
 4 w xfor some c g 0, 1 Er7 .
 .  4  .k , c2.1 PROPOSITION. For any k G 1 and c g 0, 1 the algebras D 2 A
 .k , cand D 2 B are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .  .k , c  .Proof. We fix k and c and set D 2 A s D 2 A and D 2 B s
 .k , cD 2 B , respectively. By Rickard's criterion for derived equivalences we
 .have to construct a tilting complex for D 2 A whose endomorphism ring is
 .opisomorphic to D 2 B .
 .  .2.2 Any path q in the quiver of D 2 A defines by right multiplication
 .a homomorphism q: P ª P for simplicity also denoted q wheresq. eq.
 .  . .s q and e q denote the starting and end point of q .
 .Define a complex Q of D 2 A -modules as the direct sum of the
 .g , ga 6  .complex Q : 0 ª P [ P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 and the0 1 1 0
 .complex Q : 0 ª P ª 0 in degree 0 .1 1
 .  .2.3 Q is a tilting complex for D 2 A .
By definition, Q is a bounded complex of finitely generated projective
 .  w x.D 2 A -modules. Moreover, we have to show that Hom Q, Q i s 0 for
 w xi / 0 where Q i denotes the complex obtained from Q by translating Q
. < <by i degrees to the left . This is obvious for i G 2. For i s 1 consider the
diagrams
 .g , ga6 6 6
0 P 0 P [ P P1 1 1 0
6 6 6 6
6
 .  .g , ga g , ga6 6 6
P [ P P P [ P P 01 1 0 1 1 0
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 .By the structure of the quiver of D 2 A every path from vertex 1 to vertex
0 ends with g or ga . Therefore, any of the vertical homomorphisms in the
 w x.above diagrams is homotopic to zero, i.e., Hom Q, Q 1 s 0.
For i s y1 consider the diagrams
 .  .g , ga g , ga6 6 6
P [ P P P [ P P 01 1 0 1 1 0
6 6 6 6 6
 .g , ga6 6 6
0 P 0 P [ P P1 1 1 0
 .Again by the structure of the quiver of D 2 A the only maps making these
 w x.diagrams commutative are the zero maps. Thus, Hom Q, Q y1 s 0.
b  ..It remains to show that the direct summands of Q generate K D 2 A
  . .the category of bounded complexes of projective D 2 A -modules as a
triangulated category. This follows immediately from the observation that
 .P as a complex concentrated in degree 0 is homotopy equivalent to the0
mapping cone of the homomorphism of complexes
 .g , ga6 6 6




0 P [ P 01 1
 .  .  .op2.4 End Q ( D 2 B .
 .  .bThe Cartan invariants c s dim Hom Q , Q of End Q can bei j K K i j
 .computed by using the alternating sum 1.1 . We obtain the Cartan matrix
4 2 k , c .  ., which is exactly the Cartan matrix of D 2 B . In particular,2 k q 1
 .  .opEnd Q and D 2 B have the same dimension.
 .  . To prove 2.4 we define a generating set of the radical of End Q i.e.,
 ..homomorphisms corresponding to the arrows of the quiver of D 2 B and
show that the elements of this set satisfy the opposite defining relations of
 . D 2 B . As the dimensions agree there can then be no other relations if
 .  .op.there exist any, End Q would be a quotient of D 2 B , so we obtain
the desired isomorphism.
Let a : Q ª Q be the homomorphism of complexesÄ 0 0
 .g , ga6 6 6
0 P [ P P 01 1 0
6 6
0 0 a .id 0
 .g , ga6 6 6
0 P [ P P 01 1 0
 2  .k  .k  .note that ga s cg abg s cg bga s 0 by the relations of D 2 A ,
.so a is indeed a homomorphism of complexes .Ä
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ÄLet b : Q ª Q be given by the projection on the second direct0 1
summand in degree 0.
Let g : Q ª Q be the homomorphismÄ 1 0 6 6
0 P 01
6 6
kga b . .0
 .g , ga6 6 6
0 P [ P P 01 1 0
Finally, let h: Q ª Q be given by right multiplication with gab on P .Ä 1 1 1
ÄWe have to check the relations. By definition, bg s 0 and gh s 0. TheÄ ÄÄ
Ämap hb is homotopic to zero via the homotopy b : P ª P . The homo-Ä 0 1
2 2  .kmorphism a is given by the zero map in degree 0 and a s c abg : PÄ 0
kc ga b 0 .Ä .ª P in degree y1, whereas c gba is given by : P [ P ª PÄ Ä  /0 1 1 10 0
[P in degree 0 and the zero map in degree y1. Both are homotopic via1
ky 1c a bg a b .the homotopy map : P ª P [ P .0 1 1 /0
kga b 0 .Ä ÄThe homomorphism gba y agb : Q ª Q is given by kÄ Ä ÄÄ 0 0  /0 y ga b .
 .in degree 0 and the zero map in degree y1 . It is homotopic to zero via
ky 1abg a b .the map : P ª P [ P .ky 1 0 1 1 /y bga b .
k Ä k .Finally, h and bag are both equal to right multiplication with gabÄ ÄÄ
on P .1
3. SEMIDIHEDRAL TYPE
3.1. Two Simple Modules
For blocks with a semidihedral defect group there are four families of
algebras in Erdmann's list in which they occur. Note that the family
 . w x w  .x .SD 2 B of the list in Er6 does not contain blocks by Er4, 8.16 .3
 .  .k , cFor any integer k G 2 and any c g K let SD 2 A s SD 2 A be the1 1
algebra defined by the quiver
b
ª 4k 2k
v v a 0 1  /2k k q 2¤
g
2  .k  .ky1  .ky1with relations a s c abg , bgb s abg ab , gbg s gab ga ,
 .kabg a s 0.
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v v a 0 1 h  /4 t q 2¤
g
ty1 2  .2and relations bh s abgab , hg s gabga , gb s h , a s c abg ,
bh 2 s 0, h 2g s 0.
 .  .k , cFor any integer k G 2 and c g K the algebra SD 2 A s SD 2 A is2 2
given by the quiver
b
ª 4k 2k
v v a 0 1  /2k k q 1¤
g
 .k  .k 2  .ky1  .kwith relations gb s 0, abg s bga , a s bga bg q c abg .




v v a 0 1 h  /2 t q 1¤
g
2  . tand the relations gb s 0, hg s 0, bh s 0, a s bg q c bga , h s gab ,
abg s bga .
If B is any block with a semidihedral defect group of order 2 n then the
ny2 ny2 w xcenter of B either has K-dimension 2 q 4 or 2 q 3 Er6 . In the
 .2 ny 2 , c  .2 ny 2 , cfirst case B is Morita equivalent to SD 2 A or SD 2 B for1 2
 .2 ny 2 , csome c g K. In the second case B is Morita equivalent to SD 2 A or2
 .2 ny 2 , c w xSD 2 B for some c g K Er4 . As the center of an algebra is1
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w xinvariant under derived equivalence Ri2 , these two cases lead to different
classes up to derived equivalence. We deal with the two cases separately.
 .  .k , c3.1.1 PROPOSITION. For any k G 3 and c g K the algebras SD 2 A 1
 .k , ycand SD 2 B are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.2
 .Proof. The strategy of the proof follows the lines of the one of 2.1 .
 .  .3.1.2 We first define a complex of projective SD 2 A -modules. Let1 .g , ga 6  .Q be the complex 0 ª P [ P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 and0 1 1 0
 .let Q be the complex 0 ª P ª 0 in degree 0 . Set Q s Q [ Q , a1 1 0 1
 .bounded complex of finitely generated projective SD 2 A -modules.1
 .  .3.1.3 Q is a tilting complex for SD 2 A .1
 w x.  .The fact that Hom Q, Q i s 0 for i / 0 follows again as in 2.3 from
 .the structure of the quiver of SD 2 A . The direct summands of Q1
b  . . generate K SD 2 A as a triangulated category as P as a complex in1 0
.degree 0 is homotopy equivalent to the mapping cone of
 .g , ga6 6




0 P [ P 01 1
 .  .   . .op3.1.4 End Q ( SD 2 B .2
8 4 .  .  .By 1.1 the Cartan matrix of End Q is , i.e., it equals the one of4 k q 2
 .  .SD 2 B for the parameter k . Again we will define a generating set of2
 .the radical of End Q whose elements satisfy exactly the opposite relations
 .of the quiver of SD 2 B . As the dimensions agree there are no further2
relations and we obtain the desired isomorphism.
0 0 .Let a : Q ª Q be defined by : P [ P ª P [ P in degree 0Ä 0 0 1 1 1 1id 0
and by a : P ª P in degree y1 this gives indeed a homomorphism of0 0
2 Ä . .complexes as ga s 0 in SD 2 A . Define b : Q ª Q to be the projec-1 0 1
tion onto the second direct summand in degree 0. Let g : Q ª Q beÄ 1 0
ygb
ky 1given by : P ª P [ P in degree 0 and let h: Q ª Q beÄ1 1 1 1 1 /ga b .
given by right multiplication with gab on P .1
Ä  . The homomorphism hb is given by 0, gab : P [ P ª P in degreeÄ 1 1 1
Ä Ä.  .0 , the homomorphism bagba by ygb , 0 . Both maps are homotopic viaÄÄ Ä
the homotopy map b : P ª P .0 1
0Ä kBy definition, gh and agbag are both equal to : P ª P [ PÄÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ  /ga b . 1 1 1
Ä ky1 .in degree 0 . Also by definition, one has bg s h . The homomorphismÄ Ä
k2 2 c ga b 0 .Ä .a q c gba is given by : P [ P ª P [ P in degree 0 andÄ Ä Ä  / 1 1 1 10 0
2  .kright multiplication by a s c abg on P in degree y1. It is homotopic0
ky 1c a bg a b .to zero via the homotopy map : P ª P [ P . We obtain the / 0 1 10
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2 Ä 2 . relation a s yc gab it is this relation which is responsible for theÄ ÄÄ
 ..perhaps surprising sign in 3.1.1 .
2Ä 2  . .  .We have h b s 0, gab : P [ P ª P in degree 0 which is homo-Ä 1 1 1
topic to zero via abgab : P ª P . Finally, one gets gh 2 s 0 directly fromÄÄ0 1
the definition.
 .3.1.5 PROPOSITION. For any integer k G 2 and any c g K the algebras
 .k , c  .k , cSD 2 A and SD 2 B are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.2 1
 .  .Proof. 3.1.6 Consider the complex Q s Q [ Q of SD 2 A -mod-0 1 2 .g , ga 6  .ules where Q : 0 ª P [ P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 and0 1 1 0
 .Q : 0 ª P ª 0 in degree 0 .1 1
 .The fact that Q is a tilting complex for SD 2 A is proved strictly2
 .analogous to 3.1.3 .
 .  .   . .op3.1.7 End Q ( SD 2 B .1
 .  .Again by using 1.1 we compute that the Cartan matrices of End Q
 .and of SD 2 B are equal. Define a generating set of the radical of1
 .End Q as follows.
Ä  .Let a , b , h be defined as in 3.1.4 and let g : Q ª Q be the homo-Ä Ä Ä 1 0
kga b .morphism of complexes given by : P ª P [ P . / 1 1 10
Ä Ä  .Then by definition bg s 0 and gh s 0. The map hb s 0, gab isÄ ÄÄ Ä
homotopic to zero via b : P ª P . Moreover, a 2 is the zero map inÄ0 1
2  .ky1  .kdegree 0 and right multiplication by a s bga bg q c abg in
k0 ga b .Ä Ä .degree y1, whereas gb q c agb is given by : P [ P ª P [Ä ÄÄ k 1 1 1 /0 c ga b .
ky 1bga b .P . Both maps are homotopic via : P ª P [ P . A directky 11 0 1 1 /c bga b .
k Ä Ä Äconsequence of the definition is that h s bag . Finally, gba y agb isÄ ÄÄ Ä Ä ÄÄ
kga b 0 . given by : P [ P ª P [ P in degree 0 and the zerok 1 1 1 1 /0 y ga b .
ky 1abg a b ..map in degree y1 . It is homotopic to zero via : P ª P [ P .ky 1 0 1 1 /y bga b .
3.2. Three Simple Modules
For blocks with a semidihedral defect group and with three simple
modules there are six families of algebras in which they could occur, up to
Morita equivalence.
 .kFor any integer k G 1 let SD 3 A be the algebra given by the quiver1
b d 4k 2k 2kªª 0
v v v1 2 2k k q 1 k¤ª  /2k k k q 2hg
 .ky1  .ky1and the relations bg s 0, dhd s gbdh gbd , hdh s hgbd hgb.
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 . sFor any integer s G 2 let SD 3 B be the algebra defined by the quiver1
b d 4 2 2ªª 0
v v v a 1 2 2 s q 1 1¤¤  /2 1 3hg
with relations ab s 0, ga s 0, bg s 0, a s s bdhg , hdh s hgb , dhd s
gbd .
 . sFor any integer s G 3 let SD 3 B be the algebra defined by the quiver2
b d 8 4 4ªª 0
 v v va 1 2 4 s q 2 2¤¤  /4 2 3hg
with relations hd s 0, bg s a sy1, ga s dhgbdhg , ab s bdhgbdh.
 . sFor any integer s G 3 denote by SD 3 D the algebra given by the
quiver
b d 4 2 2ªª 0
v v v a 1 2 j 2 s q 1 1¤¤  /2 1 3hg
with relations dj s 0, jh s 0, hd s 0, bg s a sy1, ga s dhg , ab s bdh,
j 2 s hgbd .
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l d 2 s q 2 s /
6
1 s s q 1
v
2
 . sy1and the relations dl s gbg , lb s hd h, bdh s 0, gbd s 0, hg s 0.
For any integers k, s G 2 consider the quiver
b d k q s k kªª 0
v v v 1 2 k k q 1 k y 1¤¤  /k k y 1 k q 1h
r
g
 .k swith relations br s 0, rd s 0, hr s 0, rg s 0, gb s dh, gb s r ,
 .ky1  .ky1bg bd s 0, hd hg s 0. Blocks with defect n could only occur in
 4  ny24 w xthis family for parameters k, s with k, s s 2, 2 Er6, IX.5.3 . So we
have to distinguish two cases I and II.
 . sFor any s G 2 let SD 3C be the above algebra in the case k s 2. For2, I
 .kany k G 2 let SD 3C be the above algebra if s s 2. It will turn out in2, II
this section that these two cases actually yield derived equivalent algebras
  ..see 3.2.9 .
 .  .k  .k3.2.1 PROPOSITION. For any k G 2 the algebras SD 3 A and SD 3 B1 1
are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .Proof. 3.2.2 We define a bounded complex of finitely generated pro-
 .k  .jective SD 3 A -modules as follows. Let Q : 0 ª P ª 0 in degree 0 ,1 1 1
 .b , bdh 6  .Q : 0 ª P [ P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 and Q : 0 ª0 1 1 0 2
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bd 6  .P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 . Then set Q s Q [ Q [ Q .1 2 1 0 2
 .  .k3.2.3 Q is a tilting complex for SD 3 A .1
 w x. < <Obviously, Hom Q, Q i s 0 for i G 2. Let us first consider the case




 .b , bdh 6
P [ P P1 1 0
 .the vertical arrow factors through b , bdh as every path from vertex 1 to
 .kvertex 0 in the quiver of SD 3 A ends with b or bdh. Analogous1
arguments show that any vertical arrow in the diagrams
 .b , bdh6 6 6
0 P 0 P [ P P1 1 1 0
6 6 6 6 6
 .bd b , bdh6 6 6
P P P [ P P 01 2 1 1 0
 .b , bdh bd6 6 6 6
0 P [ P P 0 P P1 1 0 1 2
6 6 6 6 6 6
 .bd b , bdh6 6 6 6
P P 0 P [ P P 01 2 1 1 0
bd6 6
0 P P1 2
6 6 6
bd 6 6
P P 01 2
 w x.are homotopic to zero. Thus, Hom Q, Q 1 s 0.
 .kWe turn to the case i s y1. By the structure of the quiver of SD 3 A 1
 .there is no non-zero homomorphism f: P ª P such that f ( b , bdh0 1
s 0. Therefore, any vertical arrow in the diagrams
 .  .b , bdh b , bdh6 6 6 6
P [ P P 0 P [ P P 01 1 0 1 1 0
6 6 6 6 6
bd6 6 6 6
0 P 0 0 P P1 1 2
in order to make the diagrams commutative has to be the zero map.
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 .Similarly, the only homomorphism c : P ª P such that bd (c s 0 is2 1
 .the zero map, i.e., the vertical arrows in the commutative diagrams
bd bd6 6 6
P P P P 01 2 1 2
6 6 6 6 6
 .b , bdh6 6 6
0 P 0 P [ P P1 1 1 0
 w x.are zero. Thus, also Hom Q, Q y1 s 0.
 .Furthermore, it is an easy observation that P as a complex in degree 02
is homotopy equivalent to the mapping cone of
bd6 6 6





and P is homotopy equivalent to the mapping cone of0
 .b , bdh6 6 6




0 P [ P 01 1
b  .k .Thus, Q generates K SD 3 A as a triangulated category.1
 .  .   .k .op3.2.4 End Q ( SD 3 B .1
 .We leave it to the reader to check by using 1.1 that both algebras have
the same Cartan matrices.
We define the following homomorphisms of complexes. Let a : Q ª QÄ 1 1
Äbe given by right multiplication with bdhg on P . Define b : Q ª Q by1 1 0
kbdhg . : P ª P [ P and g : Q ª Q as the projection onto the sec-Ä / 1 1 1 0 10
Äond direct summand in degree 0. Moreover, define d : Q ª Q and0 1
h: Q ª Q as shown in the diagramÄ 1 0
 .b , bdh6 6 6





0 h .id, 0 d /id
bd6 6 6
Q : 0 P P 01 1 2
We claim that these homomorphisms of complexes corresponding to the
 .k .arrows in the quiver of SD 3 B satisfy the opposite relations of1
k Ä Ä k ÄÄ .SD 3 B . By definition, ba s 0, gb s 0, and a s ghdb. The map ag isÄ Ä Ä ÄÄ ÄÄ1
 .  .given by 0, bdhg in degree 0 and is homotopic to zero via g : P ª P .0 1
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kbdhg .Ä ÄThe homomorphism hdh q bgh: Q ª Q is given by : P ª PÄ Ä ÄÄ  /2 0 1 10
 .ky1[P in degree 0 and right multiplication by hdh s hgbd hgb in1
degree y1. Thus, it is homotopic to zero via the homotopy map
ky 1hgbd hg . Ä Ä: P ª P [ P . We obtain the relation hdh s ybgh. Simi-Ä Ä ÄÄ2 1 1 /0
Ä Ä ÄÄ ky1 .larly, dhd q dbg : Q ª Q is homotopic to zero via gbdh g : P ª P ,Ä Ä 0 2 0 1
Ä Ä ÄÄgiving the relation dhd s ydbg .Ä Ä
 .kSo far, these are not exactly the defining relations of SD 3 B . It1
 .remains to deal with the signs occurring in the relations of End Q but not
 .kin those of SD 3 B . That these algebras are indeed isomorphic can be1
seen by applying a basis transformation as follows. Let v g K be a
primitive fourth root of unity recall that we assumed K to be algebraically
Ä Ä.  .closed . The basis transformation on End Q given by b ¬ vb , g ¬ vg ,Ä Ä
Ä Äd ¬ vd , h ¬ vh yields an isomorphic algebra with exactly the definingÄ Ä
k .relations of SD 3 B .1
 .  .k  .k3.2.5 PROPOSITION. For any k G 3 the algebras SD 3 A and SD 3 B1 2
are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .Proof. 3.2.6 Consider the complex Q s Q [ Q [ Q of finitely1 0 2
 .k generated projective SD 3 A -modules where Q : 0 ª P ª 0 in degree1 1 2
 .h , hgb 6.  .0 , Q : 0 ª P [ P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 , and Q : 0 ª0 2 2 0 2
hg 6  .P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 . Then Q is a tilting complex for2 1
 .k   ..SD 3 A the proof of this fact is exactly as in 3.2.3 .1
 .  .   .k .op3.2.7 End Q ( SD 3 B .2
The reader may check that the Cartan matrices of both algebras are
equal.
We define the following homomorphisms of complexes corresponding to
 .kthe arrows of the quiver of SD 3 B . Let a : Q ª Q be given by rightÄ2 1 1
yhdÄ ky 1multiplication with hgbd . Define b : Q ª Q by : P ª P [ P1 0 2 2 2 /hgbd .
and g : Q ª Q as the projection onto the second direct summand inÄ 0 1
Ädegree 0. The homomorphisms d : Q ª Q and h: Q ª Q are definedÄ0 2 2 0
as shown in the diagram
 .h , hgb6 6 6





0 g . bid, 0  /id
hg6 6 6
Q : 0 P P 02 2 1
It remains to show that these maps satisfy exactly the opposite defining
k Ä Ä ky1 Ä .relations of SD 3 B . By definition, dh s 0, gb s a , and ba sÄ Ä Ä Ä2
ÄÄ ÄÄ k k  .  . .hdbghdb note that hgbd s hdhd in SD 3 A . The homomorphismsÄ ÄÄ 1
ÄÄ Äag and ghdbghd : Q ª Q are homotopic via the homotopy map d : PÄÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ 0 1 0
ª P .2
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 .  . s  . s3.2.8 PROPOSITION. For any s G 3 the algebras SD 3 D and SD 3H
are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .  . sProof. 3.2.9 We define the following complex of SD 3H -modules.
Let Q be P concentrated in degree 0 and Q be P concentrated in1 2 2 0 .b , h 6 degree 0. Moreover, set Q : 0 ª P [ P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and0 0 2 1
.  . sy1 . Then Q s Q [ Q [ Q is a tilting complex for SD 3H . The proof1 0 2
of this fact is analogous to the previous cases, so we omit it here.
 .  .   . s.op3.2.10 End Q ( SD 3 D .
We leave it to the reader to check that both algebras have the same
Cartan matrices.
Consider the following homomorphisms of complexes. Let a : Q ª QÄ 1 1
Äbe given by right multiplication with hd on P and j : Q ª Q by right2 2 2
Ämultiplication with bg on P . Let g : Q ª Q and d : Q ª Q be theÄ0 0 1 0 2
 .projection onto the second and first direct summand in degree 0 , respec-
ylÄ sy 1tively. Define b : Q ª Q by : P ª P [ P and h: Q ª Q byÄ1 0 2 0 2 2 0 /hd .
0 .: P ª P [ P .bd 0 0 2
Ä Ä Ä sy1 Ä ÄÄ Ä2Then by definition, hj s 0, dh s 0, gb s a , ba s yhdb , j sÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
ÄÄ  .ydbgh both given by right multiplication with bdl s bgbg . The com-ÄÄ
ÄÄposition jd : Q ª Q is homotopic to zero via g : P ª P . The map0 2 1 0
Äag y ghd : Q ª Q is homotopic to zero via d : P ª P .ÄÄ ÄÄ 0 1 1 2
 .To complete the proof of 3.2.10 it remains to show that one can
 .remove the signs occurring in the relations of End Q . This is achieved by
Ä Äapplying the basis transformation d ¬ yd .
 .  . s3.2.11 PROPOSITION. For any s G 2 the algebras SD 3H and
 . sSD 3C are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.2, I
 .Proof. 3.2.12 We define a bounded complex Q of finitely generated
 . sprojective SD 3H -modules as follows. Let Q s Q [ Q [ Q where0 1 2 d 6 .Q : 0 ª P ª 0, Q : 0 ª P ª 0 in degree 0 and Q : 0 ª P P0 1 1 0 2 1 2
 .ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 . It is straightforward to check that
 w x.  . sHom Q, Q i s 0 for i / 0 by using the structure of the quiver of SD 3H .
Moreover, P is homotopy equivalent to the mapping cone of2





 . sThus, Q is a tilting complex for SD 3H .
 .  .   . s .op3.2.13 End Q ( SD 3C .2, I
Again, we leave it to the reader to check that the algebras have the same
Cartan matrices.
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Define homomorphisms of complexes corresponding to the arrows of
s Ä .the quiver of SD 3C as follows. Let b : Q ª Q and g : Q ª Q beÄ2, I 1 0 0 1
given by right multiplication with b and g , respectively. Define r : Q ª QÄ 0 0
by right multiplication with dh on P and let h: Q ª Q be given by theÄ1 2 0
Äidentity on P in degree 0. Finally, let d : Q ª Q be given by right1 0 2
Ämultiplication with gb in degree 0 note that d is in fact a homomorphism
 . s.of complexes as gbd s 0 in SD 3H .
s Ä .Then by using the relations of SD 3H one directly gets rb s 0,Ä
Ä Ä 2 s . dr s 0, gr s 0, bg s r in fact, both maps are given by right multipli-Ä ÄÄ Ä Ä
s ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä . .cation with dlb s dh , dbgb s 0, and bg s hd . Moreover, rh isÄ Ä Ä ÄÄ
Ähomotopic to zero via the map h: P ª P and ghdh is homotopic to zeroÄÄ Ä2 1
via l: P ª P .2 0
 .  .k3.2.14 PROPOSITION. For any k G 2 the algebras SD 3C and2, II
 .kSD 3H are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .  .kProof. 3.2.15 We first define a complex of SD 3C -modules. Let2, IId 6 Q s Q [ Q [ Q where Q : 0 ª P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and0 1 2 0 0 2
.  .y1 , Q : 0 ª P ª 0, and Q : 0 ª P ª 0 in degree 0 . Again, it is1 0 2 1
 .kstraightforward to check that Q is a tilting complex for SD 3C .2, II
 .  .   .k .op3.2.16 End Q ( SD 3H .
Ä  .Let b : Q ª Q be given by the identity on P in degree 0 and define0 1 0
g : Q ª Q by r : P ª P in degree 0 note that g is a homomorphismÄ Ä1 0 0 0
k Ä . .of complexes as rd s 0 in SD 3C . Let d : Q ª Q and h: Q ª QÄ2, II 1 2 2 1
be given by g : P ª P and b : P ª P , respectively. Finally, define0 1 1 0
Ä ky1 Ä . l: Q ª Q by right multiplication with bg b in degree 0 l is a2 0
 .ky1  .k .homomorphism of complexes as bg bd s 0 in SD 3C .2, II
ÄÄ Ä ÄÄ Ä ky1 ÄÄ .Then by definition one gets ld s gbg , bl s h dh , dbg s 0, gh sÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄÄ
ÄÄ0. The homomorphism hdb is homotopic to zero via the map h: P ª PÄ 2 0
k  . .this indeed gives a homotopy because dh s gb in SD 3C .2, II
The next result provides the final link between all the algebras consid-
ered up to now.
 .  .k3.2.17 PROPOSITION. For any k G 3 the algebras SD 3 B and2
 .kSD 3 D are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .Proof. 3.2.18 Let Q s Q [ Q [ Q be the complex of finitely gen-0 1 2
 .h , hgbk 6 .erated projective SD 3 B -modules where Q : 0 ª P [ P P2 0 2 2 0hg 6 . ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 , Q : 0 ª P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and1 2 1
.  .y1 , and Q : 0 ª P ª 0 in degree 0 . As in the previous cases it can be2 2
 .kshown that Q is a tilting complex for SD 3 B .2
 .  .   .k .op3.2.19 End Q ( SD 3 D .
We leave it to the reader to check that the Cartan invariants of both
algebras agree.
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We consider the following homomorphisms corresponding to the arrows
 .kof the quiver of SD 3 D . Let a : Q ª Q be given by a : P ª P inÄ 1 1 1 1
degree y1 and the zero map in degree 0 this gives indeed a homomor-
k Ä . .phism of complexes as hga s 0 in SD 3 B . The homomorphisms b : Q2 1
ª Q and g : Q ª Q are defined as shown in the diagramÄ0 0 1
 .h , hgb6 6 6





0 g . bid, 0  /id
hg6 6 6
Q : 0 P P 01 2 1
ÄMoreover, let d : Q ª Q be given by the projection onto the second0 2
2
hgbd . .direct summand in degree 0 and define h: Q ª Q by : P ª PÄ 2 0 2 20
Ä[P . Finally, let j : Q ª Q be the right multiplication with hgbd on P .2 2 2 2
It remains to show that these maps satisfy exactly the opposite relations
k Ä Ä Ä sy1 .of the quiver of SD 3 D . By definition, dh s 0, hj s 0, gb s a , andÄ Ä Ä Ä
Ä2 ÄÄ ÄÄj s dbgh. The composition jd is homotopic to zero via d : P ª P .ÄÄ 0 2
ÄMoreover, the maps ag and yghd are homotopic via the homotopy mapÄÄ ÄÄ
Ä ÄÄdhgbd : P ª P and finally, a homotopy between ba and yhdb isÄ Ä0 2
bdhgbd .provided by : P ª P [ P .1 2 20
In order to see that this algebra with the signs in the relations is indeed
 .kisomorphic to SD 3 D we choose an appropriate basis transformation. If
k is odd, just set a ¬ ya . If k is even, take the mapping defined byÄ Ä
Ä Ä Ä Äa ¬ ya , b ¬ vb , g ¬ vg , d ¬ vd , h ¬ vh, where v g K is a primi-Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
tive fourth root of unity.
As by Erdmann's classification all blocks with a semidihedral defect
group and with three simple modules occur in one of the families of
algebras considered above, we may summarize the results of this section.
 .3.2.20 COROLLARY. All blocks with a common semidihedral defect
group and with three simple modules are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
4. QUATERNION TYPE
4.1. Two Simple Modules
 .For blocks with a generalized quaternion defect group and two simple
w xmodules there are two families of algebras in which they occur Er2 .
 w x  .Although it is not stated in the list of Er6 , the family Q 2 B cannot2
contain blocks. The argument is similar to the one for the semidihedral
 . w  .x  . sfamily SD 2 B in Er4, 8.16 . In fact, a block of type Q 2 B had3 2
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s q 1 s y 1 .Cartan matrix C s . Its determinant 4 s must be a 2-power, so ss y 1 s q 1
is a power of 2. But then C has first elementary divisor 1, which is
w x .impossible for blocks by results of Olsson Ol .




v v a 0 1  /2k k q 2¤
g
 .ky1  .ky1 2and the relations gbg s gab ga , bgb s abg ab , a s
 .ky1  .k 2bga bg q c bga , a b s 0.




v v a 0 1 h  /4 s q 2¤
g
with relations gb s h sy1, bh s abgab , hg s gabga , a 2 s bgabg q
 .2 2c bga , a b s 0.
 . nIf B is any known block with a quaternion defect group of order 2
 .2 ny 2 , cand two simple modules then B is Morita equivalent to Q 2 A or
 .2 ny 2 , c w xQ 2 B for some c g K Er2 .1
 .  .k , c4.1.1 PROPOSITION. For any k G 3 and c g K the algebras Q 2 A
 .k , ycand Q 2 B are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.1
 .Proof. Consider the complex Q s Q [ Q of Q 2 A -modules where0 1 .g , ga 6  .Q : 0 ª P [ P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and y1 and Q : 0 ª P ª0 1 1 0 1 1
 .  .0 in degree 0 . Then Q is a tilting complex for Q 2 A which can be shown
 .almost verbatim as in 2.3 . It remains to show
 .  .   . .op4.1.2 End Q ( Q 2 B .1
 .We leave it to the reader to check by using 1.1 that these algebras have
the same Cartan matrices.
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0 0 .Define a : Q ª Q by : P [ P ª P [ P in degree 0 and byÄ 0 0 1 1 1 1id 0
Äa : P ª P in degree y1. Let b : Q ª Q be given by the projection0 0 0 1
onto the second direct summand and h: Q ª Q by gab : P ª P .Ä 1 1 1 1
ygb
ky 1Finally, g : Q ª Q is defined by : P ª P [ P .Ä 1 0 1 1 1 /ga b .
Ä ky1 Ä Ä ÄBy definition, bg s h . The homomorphisms hb and bagba : Q ªÄ Ä Ä ÄÄ Ä 0
Q are homotopic via b : P ª P . Again directly from the definition one1 0 1
0 2Ä Ä .khas gh s agbag in fact, both are : P ª P [ P and ba s 0.ÄÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ Ä /ga b . 1 1 1
k2 0 ga b .Ä Ä Ä .The homomorphism gbagb q c agb is given by : P [ P ªÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ k 1 1 /0 c ga b .
P [ P , whereas a 2 is the zero map in degree 0 and right multiplicationÄ1 1
2  .ky1  .kwith a s bga bg q c bga in degree y1. A homotopy between
ky 12 2 bga b .Ä Ä Ä .the maps gbagb q c agb and ya is given by : P ª P [Ä ÄÄ ÄÄ Ä ky 1 0 1 /c bga b .
P .1
In order to remove the sign from the last relation one can apply the
 .basis transformation on End Q given by a ¬ ya .Ä Ä
4.2. Three Simple Modules
 .  .kFor any integer k G 2 let Q 3 A s Q 3 A be the algebra defined by2 2
the quiver
b d 4k 2k 2kªª 0
v v v1 2 2k k q 2 k¤¤  /2k k k q 2hg
 .ky1  .ky1with relations bgb s bdhg bdh, gbg s dhgb dhg , hdh s
 .ky1  .ky1hgbd hgb , dhd s gbdh gbd , bgbd s 0, hdhg s 0.
 .  . sFor any integer s G 3 let Q 3 B s Q 3 B be defined by the quiver
b d 8 4 4ªª 0
v v v a 1 2 4 s q 2 2¤¤  /4 2 4hg
and the relations bg s a sy1, ab s bdhgbdh, ga s dhgbdhg , hdh s
hgbdhgb , dhd s gbdhgbd , a 2b s 0, bdhd s 0.
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4 2 2k h
l d 2 s q 2 s /
6
6 2 s s q 2
v
2
with relations bd s klk , hg s lkl, dl s gbg , kh s bgb , lb s
 . sy1  . sy1hd h, gk s dh d , gbd s 0, dhg s 0, lkh s 0.
If B is a block with a quaternion defect group of order 2 n and with
 .2 ny 2three simple modules then B is Morita equivalent to Q 3 A or2
 .2 ny 2  .2 ny 2 w xQ 3 B or Q 3 K Er3 . Note that in the relations of these algebras
no undetermined scalars are involved. In this section we show that for a
 .k  .k  .kgiven parameter k the algebras Q 3 A , Q 3 B , and Q 3 K are derived2
equivalent.
 .  .k  .k4.2.1 PROPOSITION. For any k G 3 the algebras Q 3 A and Q 3 B2
are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .k  .Proof. We define a complex of Q 3 A -modules analogous to 3.2.2 .2
Let Q s Q [ Q [ Q where Q : 0 ª P ª 0, Q : 0 ª P [1 0 2 1 1 0 1
 .b , bdh bd6 6
P P ª 0, and Q : 0 ª P P ª 0. Then Q is a tilting1 0 2 1 2
 .   . .complex for Q 3 A the proof of 3.2.3 carries over almost verbatim .2
 .  .   .k .op4.2.2 End Q ( Q 3 B .
 .We leave it to the reader to check by using 1.1 that the Cartan
matrices of these algebras are the same.
Let a : Q ª Q be given by right multiplication with bdhg on P . LetÄ 1 1 1
ybgÄ ky 1b : Q ª Q be defined by : P ª P [ P and let g : Q ª QÄ1 0 1 1 1 0 1 /bdhg .
 .be given by the projection onto the second direct summand in degree 0 .
ÄMoreover, let d : Q ª Q and h: Q ª Q be defined as shown in theÄ0 1 1 0
diagram
 .b , bdh6 6 6





0 h . .id, 0 did
bd6 6 6
Q : 0 P P 01 1 2
Ä ky1 Ä ÄÄ ÄÄ By definition, we have gb s a , ba s hdbghdb both are given byÄ Ä Ä Ä ÄÄ
0 2Ä Ä ÄÄ.k : P ª P [ P , ba s 0, dhdb s 0. The homomorphisms agÄ Ä ÄÄ /bdhg . 1 1 1
ÄÄ Äand ghdbghd : Q ª Q are homotopic via g : P ª P . The homomor-ÄÄ ÄÄ 0 1 0 1
Ä Ä ÄÄphisms hdh and ybghdbgh: Q ª Q are homotopic via the mapÄ Ä ÄÄ ÄÄ 2 0
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ky 1hgb d hg . Ä Ä: P ª P [ P . A homotopy between dhd andÄ2 1 1 /0
ÄÄ ÄÄ ky1 .ydbghdbg : Q ª Q is given by gbdh g : P ª P .ÄÄ Ä 0 2 0 1
 .To remove the signs from the relations of End Q we apply the basis
Ä Ätransformation d ¬ vd , h ¬ vh, where v is a primitive fourth root ofÄ Ä
unity in K.
 .  .k  .k4.2.3 PROPOSITION. For any k G 3 the algebras Q 3 A and Q 3 K2
are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
 .kProof. We define a complex of Q 3 A -modules as follows. Let Q s2
 .b , h 6 Q [ Q [ Q where Q : 0 ª P [ P P ª 0 in degrees 0 and0 1 2 0 1 2 0
.  .y1 , Q : 0 ª P ª 0, and Q : 0 ª P ª 0 in degree 0 . By the now1 2 2 1
familiar arguments of the previous sections it can be shown that Q is a
 .tilting complex for Q 3 A 2
 .  .   .k .op4.2.4 End Q ( Q 3 K .
 .Again, we leave it to the reader to check by using 1.1 that both
algebras have the same Cartan matrices.
ÄLet b : Q ª Q be given by the projection onto P in degree 0. Let0 1 2
g : Q ª Q be the homomorphism of complexes defined asÄ 1 0
ky 1hgbd hg . Ä: P ª P [ P . Let d : Q ª Q be given by right multiplica-2 1 2 1 2 /yhd
tion with hg and h: Q ª Q by right multiplication with bd . Let k : QÄ Ä2 1 0
Äª Q be the projection onto P and finally, let l: Q ª Q be the2 1 2 0
ybg
ky 1homomorphism of complexes defined by : P ª P [ P .1 1 2 /bdhg bd .
 .  .It remains to check the opposite relations of the quiver of Q 3 K . The
ÄÄ Ähomomorphisms db and klk : Q ª Q are homotopic via g : P ª P .Ä Ä 0 2 0 1
Ä Ä By definition, one has gh s lkl: Q ª Q in fact, both are given byÄÄ Ä 2 0
kbdhg . ÄÄ Ä. : P ª P [ P in degree 0 , ld s gbg : Q ª Q both areÄ Ä / 1 1 2 1 00
0 ky1 ky1ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä.  .  .k : P ª P [ P in degree 0 , bl s h dh , kg s d hd ,Ä Ä ÄÄ Ä /hgbd . 2 1 2
ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä Ädbg s 0, ghd s 0, hkl s 0. Finally, the homomorphisms hk and bgb : QÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ Ä 0
ª Q are homotopic via the homotopy map d : P ª P .1 0 2
 .4.2.5 COROLLARY. All blocks with a common quaternion defect group
and three simple modules are deri¨ ed equi¨ alent.
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